
Solutions:

- Smart, Advanced Routing
- Big savings on time & money

- Reduce custom
HL7 interfaces

- Much easier EMR &
PACS transition

- Easily support new and
legacy modalities

Do you want MORE 
out of your PACS?

Pain Points:

- Inefficient workflows
- Expensive migrations
- Individual HL7 interface costs,
  delays and workflow interruptions
- Forklift PACS upgrades 
- Individual configurations 
  per modality to send to 
  PACS or VNA
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DICOM / HL7 Router

Data Distributing
the Image Distribution People

Universal DICOM 
Modality Worklist

Pulling Relevant Priors

Gearing up for a data migration?

Want to stop using your modalities 
for routing?

Are you gathering priors from 
multiple locations?

- Interoperability between disparate information 
  systems and any DICOM and HL7 enabled devices.
- Advanced customizable HL7 & DICOM routing with OR/ANY 
  logical functionality
- Route by any standard or private DICOM tag, route by date, 
  time and ability to cache data for later delivery.

- Modality DICOM Proxy to aggregate multiple disparate MWLs.
- Receives HL7 messages and adapts to other protocols 
   and formats.
- Automatically transfers patient identifiers, created by the
  existing information systems to your network as DICOM
  worklists. 

- Pull prior studies from all PACS connected to the
  DCMSYS network to the local PACS storage.
- A fully functional workflow manager based on any
  DICOM and HL7 event.  
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VNA

Vendor Neutral Archive

What solution do you need?

- Full virtualization support and integration with major cloud
  solution providers. 
- Teleradiology DICOM and HL7 Interface Engine functionality. 
- Self recoverable database architecture with DICOM engine
  for image archiving and management

Does Archiving seem complicated & 
too expensive?
Need a “BACK UP” PACS?



Any SNMP friendly server can act
as a Statistical Gateway. Using
DICOM Systems’ Stat API it 
collects the traffic data from all
DCMSYS servers and generates
historical graphs and reports.   

Statistical Gateway

Using DICOM and HL7 standards
our routing appliance combines all
of the sites and creates one virtual
radiology enterprise with one 
single worklist for all.  

DCMSYS Cluster

DICOM compression is one of the 
most critical elements of your 
workflow protocols. Increased 
speed results in higher productivity 
and revenue. 

Retrieve stored images, studies, 
or data so that the DICOM 
transformation process is performed 
effortlessly. DICOM transformation, 
aka Tag Morphing is part of the 
solution to challenges presented by 
the storage and accessibility of data 
and images for A.I. research.

Compression Transfer
Speed Optimization

DICOM Tag Morphing
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Dicom Systems works closely with 
client hospitals and research 
organizations for validation testing, 
to include a de-identification 
methodology review, end-to-end 
process review, and subsequent 
review of de-identified documents 
and images to ensure compliance.

DICOM Data De-identification
and Re-identification for

A.I. & Research

Data Distributing
the Image Distribution People

The Universal Cloud Archive Adaptor 
will complement your on-site 
infrastructure as a disaster recovery 
back-up with storage in standard 
DICOM for immediate access to data. 
All without the need for a forklift 
upgrade to existing infrastructure 
or software.   

Universal Cloud
Archive Adaptor

IHE Gateway

What solution do you need?
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Dicom Systems’ Radiology Interface 
Engine HL7 module helps you 
perform the final transition to ICD-10, 
making it a stress-free and successful 
migration.    

FireBridge™ enables any third party 
system in the Enterprise Imaging 
ecosystem to seamlessly integrate 
using the latest FHIR standards.  

DCMSYS Interface Bridge from 
Dicom Systems allows any native or 
web-based third party application to 
upload any non-standard data (e.g. 
JPEG, TFF, PDF, TXT, etc.) to DCMSYS 
Enterprise Imaging Suite and Vendor 
Neutral Archive. It enables users to 
search studies, link data to the 
appropriate study and store, modify, 
share and connect to any repository, 
anywhere and anytime. 

FireBridge

WebBridge

Data Distributing
the Image Distribution People

Data Migration

The DCMSYS Unifier systematically 
de-identifies PHI (Protected Health 
Information) in compliance with 
Safe Harbor directives by removing 
personal identifiers such as name, 
date of birth and social security 
number so that only the owners of 
the original data can re-identify the 
patient as needed. 

DICOM Guard

What solution do you need?

Dicom Systems on Google Cloud Platform
Simple end-to-end licenses 
– No migration cost, quick deployment and no termination fees

Vendor Neutral 
– Seamlessly integrates with any PACS, RIS, and EMR system

Secure and Compliant 
– Images and data backed by Google’s rigorous privacy 
   and compliance standards including HIPAA and EU Data Protection Directive.

Cuts the traditional VNA cost in half 
– Pay only for what you use pricing providing up 60% cost savings over other providers.


